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Introduction

Questionnaires, codebooks, computer data sheets, correspondence, reports, and other files of surveys conducted by the Public Opinion Survey Unit of the Department of Political Science at the University of Missouri-Columbia.

Note: The files of POSU are organized by survey number and title. The files include questionnaires, codebooks, response cards, tables of contents, interview schedules, letters, interviewer evaluations, flash cards, and other material.

Box List

Box 1
List of POSU Studies
Description of Codes, 001-025 (3 notebooks)
001, Presidential Election Pilot Study, Boone County, Missouri, 1964 (6 folders, 2 notebooks)
002, Amalgam Survey, Statewide, 1965 (16 folders, 2 notebooks)
003, Automobile Ownership Survey, 1966 (5 folders)
004, Amalgam Survey, Statewide, 1966 (20 folders, 1 notebook)
005, Missouri Bar Legal Research Study Group, Study of the Legal Research Process, 1966 (6 folders)

Box 2
006, Highway Beautification Impact Study, Traveler’s Survey, Motels and Restaurants, 1966 (8 folders)
007, Employment Characteristics Study, Howard County, Missouri, 1966 (15 folders)
008, Demand for Water-Oriented Outdoor Recreation, 1966 (6 folders)
009, Survey of State Legislators, 1966-67 (25 folders)

Box 3
009, Survey of State Legislators, 1966-67 (18 folders, 2 notebooks)
010, Motorboat Fuel Consumption Survey in Missouri, 1967-68 (18 folders)
011, Missouri Health Survey, 1967-68 (12 folders)

Box 4
011, Missouri Health Survey, 1967-68 (14 folders)
012, Amalgam Survey, Statewide, 1968 (31 folders, 2 notebooks)
013, State Government Survey, 1968 (1 folder)
014, Low Income Families, St. Louis, 1968 (12 folders)
Box 5
015, Amalgam Survey, Statewide, 1968 (32 folders, 2 notebooks)
016, Amalgam Pilot Survey, Statewide, 1969 (29 folders)

Box 6
016, Amalgam Pilot Survey, Statewide, 1969 (1 notebook)
017, Missouri Health Survey, Statewide, 1969 (34 folders)

Box 7
017, Missouri Health Survey, Statewide, 1969 (1 folder, 1 notebook)
018, Religion and Higher Education Survey, Religious Behavior of Academicians, 1969 (2 folders)
019, Administration of Scientific Research, 1969 (1 folder)
022, Raw Data (no title) (1 folder)
023, St. Louis Community Health Survey, 1970 (2 folders, 2 notebooks)
024, Missouri Division of Employment Security, MDTA Training Needs, 1970 (13)

Box 8
024, Missouri Division of Employment Security, MDTA Training Needs, 1970 (3 folders)
025, St. Louis Tax Survey, 1969 (8 folders, 1 notebook)
026, Citizen Attitudes in Kansas City, 1970 (23 folders, 3 notebooks)
027, Consumer Survey, St. Louis, 1970 (5 folders, 1 notebook)

Box 9
028, Boggs Survey, Ghetto Attitudes Toward Law Enforcement, 1971 (1 folder)
029, Family Expenditure Survey, 1970-71 (4 folders, 1 notebook)
039, Amalgam Survey, Statewide, 1971 (18 folders, 3 notebooks)

Box 10
031, St. Louis U. Student Attitudes on Financing College Education, 1971 [3]
032, New Suburbanites Labor Force Performance, 1971 (5 folders)
033, St. Louis Employment Survey, 1971-72 (13 folders, 2 notebooks)
034, Volunteers Against Hunger, 1971 (7 folders, 1 notebook)
035, Columbia Cable Television, 1972 (7 folders)
036, Meramec Basin Project, 1972 (6 folders)
037, Meramec Basin Project, 1972 (5 folders)

Box 11
038, Health Care Project, 1973 (12 folders, 2 notebooks)
IPA Study 60, Institute of Public Administration, University of Michigan, Survey of State Legislators, 1968 (2 notebooks)
303, Smithville Health Survey, 1971 (10 folders)
510, Student Attitude Survey, 1968 (1 folder)
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518, MSA (Missouri Student Association) Student Survey, 1970 (1 folder)
520, Political Science Questionnaire, 1972 (1 folder)
521, Missouri Forum, 1973 (2 folders)
524, MSA Straw Poll, n.d. (2 folders)
525, Scruggs Questionnaire, 1972 (1 folder)
527, Missouri Alumnus Magazine, 1973 (8 folders)

Box 12
528, Missouri Law Enforcement Assistance Council, Juvenile Study, 1973 (3)
530, Missouri Interscholastic Press Association, Youth Poll, 1973 (4 folders)
531, Environmental Education Organization, 1973 (1 folder)
533, United Way Survey, 1973 (4 folders)
704, KBIA Election Day Survey, 1973 (1 folder)
705, Survey of State Legislators, University of Michigan, 1969 (1 folder)
708, Stevens, MOTIS Project, 1973 (1 folder)
714, Survey of State Legislators, University of Michigan, 1968 (1 folder, 1
notebook)
Bendix Health-Pollution Study, 1973 (1 folder)
KBIA Public Affairs Jury, 1976 (1 folder, computer data sheets)
KOMU-TV Survey, 1973 (1 folder)
Missouri Life Survey, 1978 (1 folder)
Missouri State Teachers Association, School Survey, 1977 (14 folders)

Box 13
Basic Sample Master Write-up
Bibliography, 1941-1960, National Opinion Research Center, University of
Chicago, 1965
CBS-Vietnam Survey, 1967 (5 folders)
Computer Data Sheets, (10 notebooks)
Conservation R & I, 1974 (1 folder)
Election Day Surveys, Instructions, 1976 (1 folder)
IPA Study, Survey of Michigan State Judges, 1971, State Administration Survey,
1968 (1)
Kansas City Police Study, 1972 (1)
Miscellaneous
MOTIS (Missouri Occupational Training Information System), 1974 (15 folders)
Survey Research Center, University of California-Berkeley, International Data
Library and Reference Service, List of Archive Holdings

Box 14
Computer Data Sheets, (6 notebooks)
Computer Data Sheets, Assorted
Interviewer Manual, (2 notebooks)
Missouri Cooperative Highway Research Program Report; Impact of Sign and
Billboard Removal
Missouri Poll, No. 3, No. 4, 1967 (2 notebooks)
Notebook of Assorted Surveys
Questionnaires for All POSU Studies Stored in Records Center (2 notebooks)
Smithville Health Survey, Survey I-742, II-760 (1 notebook)

Box 15
  Computer Data Sheets, Assorted
  Computer Data Sheets, KBIA Jury